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Crochet big bottom market bag 

Designed by Clare Sullivan 

Video tutorial - https://youtu.be/_4rrJSFcba4  

Small - 2 x 100 grams of Red Heart soft yarn - DK / 8ply  

Medium - 4 x 100 grams of Red Heart soft yarn - DK / 8ply  

Large - 6 x 100 grams of Red Heart soft yarn - DK / 8ply  

12 mm crochet hook and a 5 mm crochet hook 

4 stitch markers  

Yarn needle and scissors  

 

Bag 

Chain 15 for small, 20 for medium and 25 for large 

1. 4 dc into the 4th chain, dc in each ch across, 5 dc into last ch. Working down the other side of the ch, dc in each ch 

across, join with a slip stitch to the top of the beginning ch 3 (these are the ch’s skipped at the beginning) 

2. Ch 3, dc into same stitch, 2 dc into each stitch around, join with a slip stitch to the top of the beginning ch 3 

3. Ch 3, dc in each st around 

4. Repeat round 3  

Small - 9 times 

Medium - 10 times 

Large - 11 times  

 

Band  

1. Ch 1, sc in same stitch, sc in each st around, join to the first sc 

2. Repeat 2 

3. Repeat 2 and finish off  

4. Using 4 stitch markers mark out where the handles are going to go -lay bag flat, place stitch markers ¼ of the way 

across on front and repeat for back  
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5. With bag lying flat, join the yarn into the stitch marked with the left hand stitch marker 

*Sc across and into the next marked stitch, ch (small - 50 / Medium and large - 65) sc into next marked stitch* repeat 

from * to *. Join with a slip stitch to first sc 

6. Sc around, working 1 sc into each of the ch’s for the handles 

7. Sc around. Finish off and sew in ends  

Thank you for choosing my pattern  

Happy crochet  

Clare xx 
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Bottom of bag  
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